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Quarterly Quote
“Perseverance is not a long
race. It is many short races one
after another.” ~ W. Elliot

Upcoming Events
• Hope is the Key, the 2nd
International CDKL5 Family
Conference in Washington
D.C. June 26-28, 2014
• 2nd Italian CDKL5
Conference in Bologna, Italy
April 25-27, 2014
• Century Ride in Alabama on
October 11, 2014
• Do you have an upcoming
event? We'd love to share it
here.

Advocacy Corner
We hope to feature a helpful
organization, website or story
here in future editions. For
more information on medical,
educational and community
advocacy please visit http://
www.cdkl5.com/Advocacy/
Default.aspx "

www.cdkl5.com

One Million Dollars Raised!
We have reached a major milestone in our foundation in our
search for a cure for CDKL5 disorder! Not so long ago the $1
Million mark seemed so daunting and so far away. Through hard
work, perseverance, and believing that anything is possible if we
put our minds to it, IFCR has reached this important
benchmark! We are so grateful to all of you, we could not have
done this without everyone who has raised funds, participated in
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a fundraiser, donated time and resources to us, helped raise
awareness, and sent words of encouragement and support. "

Sibling Corner
Check this space for future sibling
stories and updates on sibling
support opportunities. Visit the
Sibling Support Project (http://
www.siblingsupport.org/
sibshops/find-a-sibshop) for tools
and information on locate sibling
support groups near you. They
have global group listings
available by country.

CDKL5 Centers of
Excellence Locations
• Children's Hospital Colorado
Dr. Tim Benke (720) 777-4363 "
• Boston Children's Hospital Dr.
Walter Kaufmann
(617)355-8994"
• More to come in the future!"

Newsletter Opinions
Do you have ideas you would like
to share in this newsletter? Are
there specific topics that interest
you or perhaps particular
products you find useful? We
welcome your input! Please email
any contributions you have to
knothdurft@cdkl5.com we'd love
to hear your thoughts and share
your successes.

www.cdkl5.com

It wasn’t long after that in 2009 when several of us parents
decided that we would not accept a future of uncertainty,
isolation and pain for our children. It was time to take our
abundance of love for our children and turn it into action. Could
we do it? Do we have the strength and willpower to see it
through? How on earth could we raise the kind of money it
would take to start doing research? How much would it cost to
get us to treatments and a cure, and how long would it take?
When we asked these questions and started IFCR we didn’t
know where it would lead, but we knew we had to try for our
children. We promised them we wouldn’t give up."
Fast forward to today, its clear the IFCR is fully committed to
CDKL5 research. It’s our mission and our passion! From mouse
models, antibodies and iPS cells to screening of compounds,
database registry and CDKL5 Centers of Excellence, we are oﬀ to
a great start! We have researchers from North America, Europe,
Asia and Australia working on behalf of our children and they are
as committed to finding a cure as we are. We have an aggressive
research agenda mapped out, including expanding CDKL5
Centers and beginning clinical trials in the near future. "
Research is happening at a fast pace! In order to continue funding
research we need your help and continued commitment to IFCR.
One realistic goal in the near future is the beginning of clinical
trials, which can cost millions of dollars from early trials through
drug development. It is amazing that in a few short years of
CDKL5 research we are now in a position to even discuss clinical
trials. This is truly remarkable and tells our story of how love and
determination led to strength and focus.Our funding of talented
researchers and methodically developing an integrated research
and clinical plan has rapidly led to HOPE for our children. It is
the united eﬀort of each and every one of us that makes this all
possible. "
The first $1 Million has brought many research successes. Where
will the next $1 Million lead us? How long will it take? I don’t
know the answers to these questions but I now know we can do
it!"
*Katheryn's entire letter is available at CDKL5.com"
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The CDKL5 International Database
The CDKL5 International Database is a vitally important research tool in which all families (worldwide)
aﬀected by CDKL5 are encouraged to participate. "
IFCR has partnered with researchers Stephanie Fehr, Helen Leonard and
Jenny Downs at the Telethon Institute for Child Health Research (Australia)
in the development of the database because we recognize its importance in
research, treatments, interventions and clinical trials. The database has been
active for just over one year now, and as the number of patients being reported
continues to grow, a better understanding of the clinical picture of CDKL5 is
starting to emerge. "
Please visit www.cdkl5.com/Research/Database.aspx for detailed information on motor development,
gastrointestinal problems and epilepsy types and treatments identified in the CDKL5 population to date.
There is also a link to the database included, please consider completing the questioner if you haven’t
already done so."

!
Rare Disease Day 2014 “Join Together for Better Care” !
The IFCR is excited to be part of Rare Disease Day 2014 and a a
member of NORD (National Organization for Rare Disorders). If
you are in the US please visit www.rarediseasyday.us or the global site
www.rarediseaseday.org for information, ideas and activities around
the world."

!
This Edition of Family Voices: Our Little Leah!
Leah was my daughter Kelly and her husband Brian’s first child, and as such, her arrival was anxiously
anticipated. I am writing my thoughts about our little Leah as I have experienced them. I am sure that
whatI have to say also applies to my wife, Karen. Together we have always tried to be there for Kelly and
Brian, to support and help them any way we can in raising Leah. She appeared in the world on December
8, 2006 just as a baby should be; pink, wrinkly and crying and very beautiful. By all outward appearances,
she was as normal as any other newborn and it was not until a few months later that we found how
challenging her young life would be to all who loved her."
The first time Leah experienced seizures sent shock waves through my body. When my daughter Kelly
told us what happened we did not know what could possibly be wrong…then began the long torturous
road to various doctors and hospitals;pediatricians locally and out of town…children hospitals in
Pittsburgh and Cleveland…all respected, all unsure of what Leah’s condition was. The seizures got worse
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and more frequent. I had never
seen anyone experiencing seizures
and to see my little granddaughter
going through that was heart
wrenching. The doctors simply did
not know what was causing the
seizures and various treatments
and drugs were tried until it was
finally determined she had a very
rare genetic condition known as
CDKL5. I do not think of it as a
disease but rather an aﬄiction; one
that prevented Leah from
crawling, standing and walking as
she grew physically. This aﬄiction
also prevents Leah form talking
although she is capable of making
sounds. When I am with her and
she makes “Leah sounds”, I feel
she is talking to me and I talk to
her in turn. "
Leah is 7-years old now and we
have been fortunate to have a
school locally that she can attend, on that works with and teaches special needs children only…it has been
a godsend and we are very lucky to have this school. She is transported in her wheelchair via a school bus
and cared for by a nurse who travels with her and looks after her needs during the day and then returns
home. I help get her oﬀ the bus in her wheelchair and into the house. We are so fortunate to have a nurse
to care for Leah while her parents work and once she is home from school I look after her until Kelly
comes home. "
Each day is diﬀerent with Leah. We never know if and when the seizures may occur and it constantly
weighs on my mind. The medication has been changed and regulated constantly of the years and I feel she
is now getting the best available medication to help control her seizures. Like her parents, I often wonder
what Leah would be like without any medication or drugs in her system…would she be more active; more
alert…would she be a completely diﬀerent girl…it is something we can only dream about…the rest of
removing her from her medicines is too great a risk to take at this time. So I am constantly trying to make
contact with her by talking to her, having her sit on my lap and keep testing her strength and control of
her body. When I am with her I am constantly rubbing her arms and legs, stroking her hair in the hope
that it brings her some comfort. I do not know if that helps at all but it is my way to show Leah how
much she is loved and I want her to feel comfortable. "
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There are times when Leah is very calm as she lies down during out time together. I see her eye
movements, observing things in what I think is a normal manner and during these times I make eye
contact with her, our eyes meet and we at one another for a period of time…that moment is amazing to
me. I feel that she knows me and that we are together as granddaughter and grandfather. In reality that
time may be only 30 seconds or it could be a few minutes but when it occurs it binds us together. It is
what I look forward to when I am with her and although these times occur all too infrequently, it is what
I look forward to."
On Friday, Leah and her classmates have pool. The school has an amazing pool for the children and
Fridays their day to use it. I go to the school and Leah and I swim together. She uses a flotation device
and I guide her through the water for the half hour she is in the pool. I move her arms and legs to give her
a new sensation. I also place her feet against the side of the pool and she will push oﬀ, straightening her
legs as she does, in an eﬀort to strengthen her legs. Leah is always very calm in the water and I can move
her around slowly and talk to her during this time. It is one of our few alone times together…times that I
cherish and look forward to."
It is very very diﬃcult to understand why Leah has this aﬄiction and ever harder to accept that at the
moment there is no cure for it. However, I am thankful that there is medicine that can reduce the
severity of her seizures and that there is progress being made in medical research to understand and
hopefully correct the condition of these children aﬄicted with CDKL5. Our family members have prayed
to God since Leah was born to intercede and provide our Little Leah with a miracle. To make her a
complete and healthy child. We all have done this and will continue to do it. We know that God listens
and hears our prayers. There are so many children in the world that need help with so many varies
aﬄictions and it is diﬃcult for us to understand why. We will continue with our prayers for Leah and love
her for the wonderful child that she is. I will always be there to care for her in any way that I can for as
long as I can, it is not a chore, it is a privilege for me to take care of our little Leah."
There is one thing I firmly believe…if we never get to know the real Leah during our time on earth, then
all who are deserving will get to know her as she was meant to be…in heaven. Her parents and all who
love her will have her back with them and she will be the wonderful child that we had here on earth. She
will be a complete and loving child…one that will run to us, happy and laughing and we can hold her and
play with her and all the heartache of the past life will be gone and all who love her will be together with
“Our Little Leah.” It is my hope and prayer that I am deserving to be with her at this time. I want so
much to see her smile and laugh…to hold her and take care of her in this new life as well. And to have her
say: “I love you grandpa.”"
*This contribution is courtesy of Douglas Bowers of Erie, PA. He is the father to Kelly Barnes, current IFCR Board
of Directors member."

Hope * Love * Cure
www.cdkl5.com
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